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Abstract When two parties conduct a negotiation, they must be willing to make
concessions to achieve a mutually acceptable deal, or face the consequences of no
agreement. Therefore, negotiators normally make larger concessions as the deadline
is closing in. Many time-based concession strategies have already been proposed,
but they are typically heuristic in nature, and therefore, it is still unclear what is the
right way to concede toward the opponent. Our aim is to construct optimal concession strategies against specific classes of acceptance strategies. We apply sequential
decision techniques to find analytical solutions that optimize the expected utility of
the bidder, given certain strategy sets of the opponent. Our solutions turn out to significantly outperform current state of the art approaches in terms of obtained utility.
Our results open the way for a new and general concession strategy that can be combined with various existing learning and accepting techniques to yield a fully-fledged
negotiation strategy for the alternating offers setting.
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1 Introduction
A key insight of negotiation research is that making concessions is crucial to conducting a successful negotiation. There are important reasons to make concessions
during the negotiation [25]: it is often used to elicit cooperation from the other, in
the hope that the other will reciprocate in kind. Second, it conveys information to
the opponent, both about the negotiator’s preferences and about the perceptions of
the opponent. But most importantly, it is the time pressure of the negotiation itself
(typically in the form a deadline or a perceived maximum number of bidding rounds)
that operates as a force on the parties to concede [8]. An approaching deadline puts
important pressure on the parties to reduce their aspirations, especially when the time
pressure heightens, which is referred to as the “eleventh hour effect”.
Given the paramount importance of time in bargaining, it is not surprising that
many negotiating agents adjust their level of aspiration based on the time that is left in
the negotiation. There is a clear rationale behind the design of such agents, given their
aim to maximize the chance of reaching an agreement in a limited amount of time.
For example, well-known time dependent tactics (TDT’s) [10, 11], such as Boulware
and Conceder, are characterized by the fact that they consistently concede throughout
the negotiation process as a function of time. Time-based concession curves can also
be observed in practice in the Automated Negotiating Agents Competition (ANAC)
[3, 32]. However, in the TDT’s, as well as in some very effective agents, such Agent
K [16] (winner of ANAC 2010) and HardHeaded [30] (winner of ANAC 2011),
the specific concession curve is selected rather arbitrarily, and is not informed by
any other insights; therefore, they make largely unfounded choices on how much to
concede at each time interval.
Alternatively, behavior dependent tactics (e.g. reciprocating the opponent’s concessions by tit for tat [5, 10]) base their decision to make concessions on the actions
of the other negotiating party. However, such adaptive approaches do not give us any
information on how to concede based on time alone.
Work that presents optimal choices of how much to concede includes game theoretic work (e.g. [26]) and single-shot bargaining, also known as the ultimatum
game [23]. However, these approaches usually assume a complete information setting, or a game where the deal is struck immediately, which we cannot apply to
a typical concession-based negotiation. Furthermore, this type of work typically
revolves around equilibrium strategies, which assumes full rationality on the part of
both agents. We are more interested in optimal solutions for one negotiating party,
playing against various classes of acceptance strategies.
This paper aims to find out how time pressure alone, in the form of a deadline,
should influence the concession behavior of a negotiator against specific opponent
classes. To do so, we employ methods from sequential decision theory to devise negotiation strategies that make optimal concessions at each negotiation round. Finally,
we show that an agent making these optimal concessions performs better than any
other in our experimental setup.
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We begin with an example in Sect. 2 that sets the stage for our time-based concession model in Sect. 3. We apply our methods to find optimal concessions against
opponents that accept according to acceptance thresholds in Sects. 4 and 5. We subsequently compare the optimal bidding strategy with state of the art bidding strategies
in a series of tests (Sect. 5). We conclude our paper with a discussion of related work
(Sect. 7) and the contributions of this paper, as well as its implications (Sect. 6).

2 An Example
The following example serves as an illustration of the basic insights that have motivated our approach.
Suppose agent B is negotiating the purchase of a house with a buyer, agent A. As
in the rest of this paper, we will only focus on one of the two parties; in this case B.
B has set the opening price at $300,000, but is (secretly) willing to go down to
$250,000 if necessary. B has to strike a balance between the probability that A buys
the house, and getting as much utility out of the agreement as possible (i.e., not
conceding too much). Our main question is: what offers or concessions should B
make towards A in order to perform optimally and maximize his own outcome? That
is, what is the right way to lower the price of the house depending on the remaining
time and A’s acceptance policy?
Let us consider the easiest case where B has only one offer to make to A, which
A can either accept or reject. If B makes an offer x ∈ [$250,000; $300,000] to A,
then this will yield him the following utility:
U (x) =

 x−$250,000
$50,000

0,

, if A decides to accept,
when A rejects the offer.

Now suppose A is prepared to pay up to $280,000 for the house. Of course, B
does not know this, but instead presumes that A’s acceptance threshold could be
anywhere between $200,000 and $300,000 with equal probability. It follows that B
believes the chance that A accepts decreases linearly in terms of the price offered.
Then, B’s strategy is simple: he should set the price to
arg max U (x) · P(A accepts x),

(1)

x

which is equal to


x − $250,000
arg max
$50,000
x

 

x − $200,000
· 1−
.
$100,000

(2)

We can readily compute that the maximum is reached for x = $275,000, and so with
only one offer to make, B should pick this price in order to optimize his utility. Note
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how B’s offer falls exactly in between his reservation price and his opening price.
Fortunately for both, the price x is also actually lower than the maximum A was
willing to pay, and therefore, she will buy the house.
This simple case serves as a good intuition to proceed to the more general setting
we consider below.

3 Negotiation Model
Our negotiation model builds upon the alternating offers protocol [26]: two agents
A and B exchange offers in turns on a fixed negotiation domain  that contains all
possible negotiation outcomes. A and B have utility functions U A :  → [0, 1] and
U B :  → [0, 1] and reservation values rv A , rv B ∈ [0, 1] respectively. The agents
will only propose offers that they deem acceptable, namely bids with higher utility
than their reservation value. Likewise, the reservation values acts as the lowest utility
they are willing to accept.
The process is illustrated in Fig. 1. With n rounds remaining, B starts by making
an offer Bn ∈ , which A can either respond to with an accept or a counteroffer. If
A accepts, the negotiation ends in agreement, and both sides obtain their respective
utility. If A rejects the offer, she replies with a counteroffer An , the number of
remaining rounds decreases by one, and B can make a second offer, Bn−1 . This
process continues until B makes his last offer B1 . If A also turns down this last offer,
A and B receive their respective reservation values rv A and rv B .
Throughout this work, we are concerned with finding optimal concessions for one
of the parties, given certain strategies used by the opponent. We focus on agent B
for his Bidding role, and on A for her Accepting role. In particular, we do not focus
on what offers A should generate, or what acceptance policy B should employ.
There is an important class of strategies that allows us to make some further
simplifications. In line with our aim to find concession curves that depend only on
the time remaining, we will assume B’s strategy is not adaptive (i.e., B does not
change his behavior according to the bids that have been exchanged). This means B

Fig. 1 Sequential diagram
of the negotiation process. B
starts the negotiation with
bid Bn , and after every
proposal, the other responds
with a counteroffer or an
Accept
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can completely ignore A’s bids, and we can code them by Accept or Reject instead.
Other examples of such agents include the family of TDT’s [10], the sit-and-wait
agent [2], and IAMcrazyHaggler [31]. Note that this then effectively defines an onesided bidding protocol in which B submits n bids to A in a sequential manner, which
is equivalent to a repeated ultimatum game with reservation values [28].
The fact that B does not adapt to his opponent puts him in a significantly more
difficult epistemic position than in a typical negotiation, since B could normally
gather valuable information from A’s counter offers. This holds in a very fundamental
sense: apart from the incoming offers, B can only distinguish n different possible
states, namely the number of rejects that he received. This means that we can already
compute the appropriate concession curve before the start of the negotiation; i.e., the
bids or utilities that need to be sent out at every round.
Also note that as time moves forward, the indexing of the offers by B runs backward. This has the advantage that it simplifies the calculations of certain recurrence
relations we will encounter in this paper, as the expected utility with j + 1 rounds
remaining depends on the expected utility in the future (i.e., with j rounds remaining). Secondly, it allows us to define our model without a preset deadline, as we do
not need to specify the maximum number of rounds beforehand.

4 Conceding and Accepting
The aim of this paper is to find the right concession behavior for B given that he only
has n offers to try out. B will only propose offers that he himself deems acceptable,
namely bids in the following set:
O B = {ω ∈  | U B (ω) ≥ rv B }.

(3)

B can make his bids in many ways (see also our discussion of related work in Sect. 7).
A well-known method using concession curves are the TDT’s such as Boulware
or Conceder. When there are j rounds remaining (out of a total of n rounds), this
strategy makes a bid with utility closest to


1 

j e
,
Pmin + (Pmax − Pmin ) · 1 − k − (1 − k) · 1 −
n
for certain choices of k, e, Pmin and Pmax , which control the concession rate and
the minimum and maximum target utilities. These tactics form the basis of many
successful negotiation strategies [3, 11, 16, 30], in which variants of the above
formula are used to decide the appropriate concessions, combined with advanced
techniques such as preference modeling and strategy prediction. In what follows,
we will propose a different kind of concession curve that is also able to provide the
groundwork for designing an advanced negotiation agent.
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B’s optimal strategy of course depends on how A chooses to accept or reject.
While B makes his offers, A has to solve some kind of stopping problem to decide
when the offer is sufficient.
Player A will have to either accept or reject a bid ω ∈  in every round j. A may
update her beliefs in round j based on ω and the bidding history of the opponent,
which is an element h j from the set of offers H j = n− j made by B. Note that we
only need to consider the bids made by B, since the rejects of A are already implicitly
represented. For example, for n = 8 and j = 5, the information set of A is a history
of rejected offers h 5 = (B6 , B7 , B8 ) ∈ H5 , adjoined with the bid B5 of the current
round.
Hence, we can represent A’s acceptance strategy in round j as a function
α : H j ×  → {Accept, Reject}.

(4)

In this paper, we will focus on a specific set of strategies that accept according to
acceptance thresholds. That is, A’s acceptance strategy in round j is specified by a
utility constant α j (possibly dependent on rv A ) such that

α(h j , ω) =

Accept if U A (ω) ≥ α j ,
Reject otherwise.

(5)

We believe acceptance thresholds are a natural set of acceptance strategies to consider,
since it is reasonable to assume that if A finds a bid acceptable, then so is any bid
with higher utility.
One of the simplest acceptance strategies for A is satisficing: accepting any offer
with a utility above her reservation value by setting all α j equal to rv A . This is done,
for example, when a negotiator is more concerned with getting any deal at all than
reaching the best possible deal (e.g., [22]). Needless to say, this is a very simple
acceptance strategy, as A normally wants to get as much out of the negotiation as
possible. In other applications, illustrated in Fig. 2, A’s threshold would be higher at
the beginning of the negotiation, and would slowly decrease towards rv A . However,
as we shall see in the next section, the case of a satisficing acceptor already requires
highly effective conceding behavior by B.
A might also employ a more fundamental approach by trying to optimize her own
utility, taking into account the number of rounds remaining. Optimal stopping theory
provides optimal solutions for A for the case that A has incomplete information about
B’s offers. From [7, 19, 33], we know that the optimal solution against a bidder B
with completely unknown utility goals is as follows:
Proposition 1 When B makes random bids of utility uniformly distributed in [0, 1],
and with j offers still to be observed, A’s optimal acceptance strategy is to accept
an offer of utility x exactly when x ≥ v j , where v j satisfies the following equation:


v0 = rv A ,
v j = 21 + 21 v2j−1 .

(6)
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Fig. 2 A’s acceptable offers for round j consist of all bids ω with U A (ω) ≥ rv A , while B’s possible
offers O B consist of all bids ω such that U B (ω) ≥ rv B

As it will turn out, this strategy is closely related to the strategy B should follow
against satisfying acceptors.

5 Making Optimal Offers
We will now outline our general method to make optimal offers, which extends
our running example from Sect. 2 to a general domain with an arbitrary number of
remaining rounds.
Suppose A uses an acceptance strategy based on acceptance thresholds
(α0 , α1 , . . .), with α j ≥ rv A ; that is, A accepts an offer ω ∈  with j remaining
rounds exactly when U A (ω) ≥ α j . Suppose we have j + 1 rounds to go, and B has
to decide the optimal bid B j+1 to make.
The general formula for the expected utility U j+1 (ω) for B of offering ω ∈ O B
is as follows:
⎧
U B (ω),
if A accepts,
⎪
⎪
⎨
U j+1 (ω) =
the expected utility
⎪
⎪
⎩
with j remaining rounds, if A rejects.
When there are no more rounds remaining, B will get rv B , hence U0 (ω) = rv B . The
recursive nature of this equation allows us to employ techniques from sequential
decision theory to formulate the optimal way to make concessions.
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We will write U j+1 for the highest expected utility B can obtain in round j + 1,
which is thus given by the following equations:
U0 = rv B , and
U j+1 = max U B (ω) · P(U A (ω) ≥ α j+1 ) + U j · P(U A (ω) < α j+1 )
ω∈O B

= U j + max U B (ω) − U j · P(U A (ω) ≥ α j+1 ).
ω∈O B

The corresponding optimal bid that B should make is given by the ω that maximizes
the above equation, and therefore,
B j+1 = arg max U B (ω) − U j · P(U A (ω) ≥ α j+1 ).
ω∈O B

Solving this equation would be straightforward, if it were not for the fact that B in
general does not have full knowledge of a number of aspects in this equation: U A is
of course unknown to B, and so are the acceptance thresholds α j . To make matters
worse, the acceptance thresholds generally depend on the reservation value of A,
which is also unknown to B.
B will therefore have to make some assumptions about U A and her concession
thresholds. Assume that B has an estimation of the reservation value of A, which
does not change according to A’s behavior. As in [20], the estimation is characterized
by a probability distribution F j (x) for every remaining round j, where F j (x) denotes
the probability that A’s reservation value is no greater than x.
We will now analytically solve the specific case of an opponent with a satisficing
accepting strategy. To get concrete examples of concession curves (see Fig. 3), we
will consider a classical buyer-seller scenario as in [10, 11] to evaluate our solutions.
We study the negotiation scenario of Split the Pie [26, 29], where two players have
to reach an agreement x ∈ [0, 1] on the partition of a pie of size 1. The pie will be
partitioned only after the players reach an agreement. In this setting, we instantiate
 = [0, 1] to represent a pie of size 1, with A and B having opposing preferences
on them: U B (x) = x and U A (x) = 1 − x.
We assume that A’s acceptance strategy is limited to the class where she accepts
any offer that is better than her reservation value; i.e., ∀ j α j = rv A , where we assume
rv A is uniformly distributed. The probability that A accepts in round j is now:
P(U A (ω) ≥ α j ) = P(U A (ω) ≥ rv A ) = F j (U A (ω)).

(7)

The general formula now simplifies to
U j+1 = U j + max x − U j · (1 − x).
x≥rv B

Note that the following holds, even for the general setting:

(8)
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Fig. 3 Graph of B j and U j for remaining rounds j ∈ {0, 100}

Proposition 2 When B has more rounds remaining, B can expect to get more utility
out of our negotiation. That is, for every remaining round j, we have U j+1 ≥ U j .
Proof B can always make the bid ωmax = arg maxω U B (ω) with j + 1 rounds remaining, to get at least as much utility as in the next round.


With the help of Proposition 2, we can show the maximum in Eq. (8) is attained for
x = B j , where B j satisfies the following relationship:


B1 = rv B2+1 ,
1+U
B j+1 = 2 j .

(9)

This yields the following recurrence relation for U j :


U0 = rv B ,
2
U j+1 = 41 U j + 1 .

(10)

With these equations, we can now compute the expected value of the optimal bids B
has to make in terms of his own reservation value (see Fig. 4). For example:
1
(1 + rv B )2 ,
4
1
U2 =
(5 + rv B (2 + rv B ))2 ,
64
..
.
U1 =
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Fig. 4 Expected utility U j for B with j ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4} rounds to go, depending on B’s reservation
value rv B

The corresponding optimal concessions by B are as follows:
1 + rv B
,
2
1
B2 = · (5 + rv B · (rv B + 2)),
8
..
.
B1 =

Note that Eq. 10 is related to the logistic map: if we substitute U j = 1 − 4x j in Eq. 10
we get the equivalent relation of the logistic map x j = x j−1 (1 − x j−1 ) at r = 1, so
we cannot expect to solve the recurrence relation. Note, however, that both Eqs. (9)
and (10) are expressed in terms of the value U j . We obtain a much more elegant
formulation when we express them in terms of B j :
Proposition 3 For all j ≥ 1,
B j+1 =

1 1 2
+ B ,
2 2 j

and
U j = B 2j .
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Proof Both statements follow from rewriting Eqs. (9) and (10).




Corollary 1 For rv B = 0, there exists the following connection between B j , U j , and
the optimal stopping cut-off values v j from Eq. (6):
Bj = vj,
and
U j = v2j .
Proof When rv B = 0, then B1 = 21 , and consequently, the B j sequence has the same


starting value and definition as the optimal stopping sequence v j .
Corollary 1 shows that optimal bidding against a satisficing acceptor with
unknown reservation value is the mirrored version of optimal accepting against a
bidder that makes unknown offers. In both cases, the idea is the same, but with
switched roles: both the optimal bidder and the optimal stopper aim to pick the
optimal utility threshold that simultaneously maximizes the expected utility of an
agreement and the chance of acceptance, given stochastic behavior by the opponent.
We conclude this section with an example that relates our results to the housing
example of Sect. 2.
Example 1 Our assumptions in this section are consistent with our housing example
when we scale the pie  to [$250,000; $300,000], and when rv B = 0 corresponds to
the utility of selling the house for $250,000. Our results indicate that the seller of the
house should act as follows: we see that indeed, B1 = 21 , so with one bid remaining,
B should make a bid halfway between $250,000 and $300,000, as we had calculated
before, with an expected utility of U1 = 41 .
Also, B2 = 58 , which means with two bids remaining, B should offer $250, 000 +
· $50,000 = $281,250. See Table 1 for other entries. Note that since B does not
learn anything about A, B actually overestimates the expected utility, and more so
when the number of rounds increases (as can be seen in Table 1). This is because B
is not able to deduce, from A’s rejects, that high utility values for B are simply not
attainable.
5
8

Table 1 The optimal offers
to make and their expected
utility in the housing
example, given the remaining
amount of j bidding rounds

j

Offer

Utility

1
2
3
4
5
10
100

$275,000
$281,250
$284,766
$287,086
$288,754
$293,055
$299,060

0.25
0.39
0.48
0.55
0.60
0.74
0.96
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6 Experiments
In order to test the efficacy of the optimal bidding technique given by Proposition 3,
we integrated it into a fully functional negotiating agent. Given j remaining rounds
it makes an offer with utility target B j as defined by Eq. (9). It does not accept any
offers and it does not model the opponent in any way.
For the opponents (side A), we selected various well-known negotiation agents
available for our setting, including the top three agents of ANAC 2012 [32], namely
CUHK Agent [15], AgentLG, and OMAC Agent [9]. We also included the time
dependent tactics (TDT’s) Boulware (with concession factor e = 0.2), and Conceder
(e = 2) taken from [10]. As a baseline, we included the Random Walker strategy [14],
which generates random bids. We then compared the optimal bidder’s performance
with the same set of strategies on side B. To analyze the performance of different
agents, we employed Genius [21], which is an environment to design and evaluate
automated negotiators’ strategies and their components [4].
Note that some of the agents in our setup are originally designed to work with
the alternating offers protocol, while we essentially employ a one-sided bidding
protocol; however, since our model is a simplified alternating offers protocol, it is
easy to adjust the agents to work in our setting: for the opponents, we ignore any
bids that are sent out; i.e., when side A accepts, the negotiation ends in agreement,
while A’s counter-offers count as rejects and are ignored. In effect, this means only
A’s acceptance mechanisms [6] are used.
For our negotiation scenario we use a discretized version of Split the Pie.
We set rv B = 0, and we selected varying reservation values for A: rv A ∈ {0, 0.1, 0.2,
. . . , 0.9}. We ran our experiments using varying total number of rounds n ∈
{1, 20, 40, . . . , 100}, and we repeated every negotiation session 5 times for statistical
significance.
The results of our experiment are plotted in Fig. 5, with the total amount of rounds
n varying between 1 and 100. As is evident from the results, the optimal bidder
significantly outperforms all agents in all cases (one-tailed t-test, p < 0.01 for every
n). The good relative performance of the optimal bidder is even more pronounced for
n = 1, and it is easy to see why. Many of the other strategies will persist in aiming for
a high utility, even with only few bids to send out. This results in many break-offs,
while optimal bidder will settle for a much lower value in the last rounds with more
potential agreements. For example, for n = 1, optimal bidder sets his utility target
halfway between his reservation value and the maximum attainable; i.e., B1 = rv B2+1 .
On the other hand, with more bids remaining, optimal bidder acts like an extreme
Boulware strategy, trying to get as much out of the negotiation as possible. Indeed,
optimal bidder and Boulware tend to act more similar as n increases. CUHK Agent
(the winner of ANAC 2012) and AgentLG obtain particularly low scores. The main
reason for this is that these strategies are very behavior-dependent and do not take
into account the remaining time as much as they need to.
Note that almost all agents obtain higher utilities with more negotiation rounds.
This is to be expected, as more time allows for a more fine-grained search of what
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Fig. 5 The utility obtained by the bidding strategies in our experiments for different values of the
total number of rounds n. The vertical bars indicate one standard deviation from the mean.

is acceptable for the opponent. The only exception is Random Walker, who only
increases the chances to make a disadvantageous bid for itself with more available
time.

7 Related Work
Concession making is an important process as it might critically affect the outcomes
of the negotiation. Despite its importance, the literature lacks a fully comprehensible
theory where the uncertainty settings as well as the optimal concession strategies are
formally represented.
Our interest lie in investigating the optimal concession strategies against particular
classes of acceptance strategies. The concessions we are referring to, relate to the
subjective type of concessions as proposed in the categorization of [17]. However,
our focus is on the type of concessions that are mainly driven by time dependence
for the offers generation, such as the time dependent tactics (Boulware, Conceder )
found in [10–13], or the monotonic concession protocol [24], where each agent first
starts with the best offer for itself and then iteratively makes compromises to the
other agent.
The bargaining game we take as main setting could be seen as an instance of the
ultimatum game, in which a player proposes a deal that the other player may only
accept or refuse [28]. Another work, [27], explores a similar bargaining model as
well; that is, models with one-sided incomplete information and one sided offers.
It investigates the role of confrontation in negotiations and uses optimal stopping
is to decide whether or not to invoke conflict. Our setting can also be found in [1],
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which presents an alternating offer protocol for bilateral bargaining with imperfect
information and deadline constraints. Here too, the authors use backward induction,
in order to provide a way to find all sequential equilibria.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work that makes usage of the optimal
stopping rule to generate offers in an incomplete information setting and compares
it to other concession techniques. Most of the previous work makes use of optimal
stopping theory in a negotiation setting to formulate acceptance strategies [7, 18,
19, 33]; for instance, to find the stopping time as to maximize the acceptor’s utility.
In this work, the acceptor (typically represented by the buyer) can either stop the
negotiation by accepting the seller’s offer or continue the negotiation by rejecting.
Other such problems concern the decision to accept sequential job offers while trying
to maximize the sum of the payments of all accepted jobs [33]. Similar to our model,
the agent is only incentivized by the limited time resource and the expectation of
high utility in the future.
The major difference with our work and the above approaches is that we use the
optimal stopping rule for concessions, instead of focusing on the optimal time to
accept. Our work is defined more as the complimentary version of these approaches,
in the sense that our formulation of optimal bidding rules happen to resemble optimal acceptance rules. Another key point is that we do not assume that the players’
strategies are fixed, which allows us to formulate optimal bidding strategies against
certain types of accepting strategies.

8 Conclusion
This paper presents a theoretical model to formulate optimal concession curves
against strategies that decide when to accept using acceptance thresholds. We calculated these optimal concessions by employing sequential decision methods, and we
showed that they significantly outperform state of the art concession strategies, even
against a much wider set of acceptance strategies. As far as the authors are aware, this
is the first time such informed time-based concession strategies have been formulated
and tested in practice.
Our results demonstrate that our optimal bidding mechanism is an effective way
for a negotiating agent to take into account the passing of time. We believe even more
effective concession curves can be computed by studying more general negotiation
settings (e.g., dynamic, multi-lateral, and concurrent negotiation environments) and
broader ranges of acceptance strategies than we did in this paper. Further improvement could be made by introducing a form of learning to the optimal bidder. Eventually, we envision a design of an automated negotiator that incorporates our optimal
concession curve with regard to time-related concessions, while other types of concessions (e.g., to elicit cooperation or to convey information) are handled separately
by other concession modules.
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